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Chapter 2
Reconstruction of atomistic details from
coarse-grained-structures

This chapter is based on the manuscript:
Reconstruction of atomistic details from coarse-grained structures by Andrzej J.
Rzepiela, Lars V. Schäfer, Nicolae Goga, H. Jelger Risselada, Alex H. de Vries

and Siewert J. Marrink. Journal of Computational Chemistry, 2010, 6, 1333.

How often people speak of art and science as though they were
two entirely different things, with no interconnection. An artist is
emotional, they think, and uses only his intuition; he sees all at
once and has no need of reason. A scientist is cold, they think,
and uses only his reason; he argues carefully step by step, and
needs no imagination. That is all wrong. The true artist is quite
rational as well as imaginative and knows what he is doing; if he
does not, his art suffers. The true scientist is quite imaginative as
well as rational, and sometimes leaps to solutions where reason
can follow only slowly; if he does not, his science suffers

The Roving Mind, Isaac Asimov
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2.1 Abstract

We present an algorithm to reconstruct atomistic structures from their cor-
responding coarse-grained representations and its implementation into the freely
available molecular dynamics program package GROMACS. The central part of
the algorithm is a simulated annealing molecular dynamics simulation in which
the coarse-grained and atomistic structures are coupled via restraints. A num-
ber of examples demonstrate the application of the reconstruction procedure to
obtain low-energy atomistic structural ensembles from their coarse-grained coun-
terparts. We reconstructed individual molecules in vacuo (including tripeptide, a
phospholipid and cholesterol), bulk water, and a transmembrane peptide embed-
ded in a solvated lipid bilayer. The first examples serve to optimize the param-
eters for the reconstruction procedure, whereas the latter examples illustrate the
applicability to condensed-phase biomolecular systems.

2.2 Introduction

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations have been successfully used to inves-
tigate biomolecular systems, such as proteins, DNA, or lipid membranes.72,73,74

The huge computational effort involved in conventional atomistic MD simula-
tions currently limits accessible simulation times to hundreds of nanoseconds
and length scales to tens of nanometers. However, most biomolecular processes
occur at slower time scales and, at the same time, often involve larger length
scales. To study such processes, coarse-grained (CG) models, in which several
atomistic particles are grouped together into effective beads, have recently gained
more and more popularity in the field.75 The main benefit of these models is their
computational efficiency due to the reduced number of interaction sites. In this
way, many CG methods allow probing the structural dynamics of large systems
on time scales up to milliseconds and length scales up to hundreds of nanometers.
This large gain in efficiency, however, comes at the cost of a reduced accuracy
compared to atomistic (or all-atom, AA) models due to the inherent simplifica-
tions. Thus, tools are desirable that allow switching between the different levels
of resolution, i.e., to back-map the atomistic structural ensemble that underlies
a CG representation, thereby combining the efficiency of CG with the accuracy
of AA models. This would allow CG models to live up to their full potential by
applying them to explore large regions of phase space, followed by zooming in
on the atomistic details of interesting configurations.

In this chapter, we present our recent implementation of an algorithm to re-
construct AA structures from their corresponding CG representations into the fast
and freely available MD program package GROMACS.76,77 The basic idea of the
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reconstruction algorithm is to carry out a simulated annealing (SA)6 molecular
dynamics simulation of an atomistic system that is coupled to its corresponding
CG system via restraints. During the SA, the system is cooled down from a high
initial temperature to a desired target temperature, thus allowing the system to
cross energy barriers and optimize under the restraints. Finally, the coupling is
gradually removed to ensure a smooth relaxation of the final AA structure.

By means of a number of example applications presented in this work, we
systematically and extensively tested the reconstruction procedure for different
molecule types. Proper reconstructed ensembles were obtained using optimized
parameters. Furthermore, although the applications presented in this contribution
are based on the MARTINI CG force field5,33,36 and the GROMOS96 AA force
field,78,34 the algorithm is general and can be applied in a straightforward manner
to a wide range of force fields and molecule types, because it does not rely on
libraries of predefined fragments.

A number of techniques to reconstruct atomistic details from coarse-grained
structures have been proposed in the literature.52,53,54,55,56,57,58,79,80 Most of these
methods differ from the approach presented in this work by using libraries of
predefined fragments to construct the initial atomistic structure, followed by a
minimisation and equilibration protocol. Additionally, these methods were of-
ten optimized only for the specific application at hand and may therefore not be
generally applicable and transferable to other molecular systems and force fields.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We set out to describe the
methodological basis of the algorithm and detail the implementation. Addition-
ally, we present details of the user interface. Subsequently, a number of ex-
amples will serve to illustrate the application of the algorithm, optimization of
simulated annealing parameters, and generation of unbiased distributions. As a
first example, the reconstruction algorithm was applied to obtain atomistic struc-
tural ensembles of different biomolecules in vacuum: the NCQ tripeptide, the
dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine (DPPC) lipid molecule (1.1), and cholesterol.
Then, a box of atomistic water was reconstructed from CG water. Finally, a sys-
tem comprised of the WALP20 transmembrane peptide embedded in a solvated
DPPC bilayer was reconstructed from its CG representation. The latter examples
demonstrate the suitability of the reconstruction algorithm to condensed-phase
biomolecular systems. A short conclusive section ends this paper. In the ap-
pendix, we give a list of GROMACS commands used to carry out the reconstruc-
tion simulations.
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2.3 Methods

Our goal is to generate a low-energy atomistic (AA) ensemble that under-
lies its corresponding coarse-grained (CG) system. This is achieved by means
of a three-step reconstruction algorithm. Initially, AA particles are positioned
close to their reference CG beads. Then, a simulated annealing (SA) procedure
is employed, during which the AA system is coupled to the CG system via har-
monic restraints. Finally, the restraints are gradually removed to yield a relaxed
atomistic system. As a prerequisite, the reconstruction algorithm requires the
definition of a mapping of the AA structure to the CG structure, i.e., a prescrip-
tion of which AA particles are represented by which CG beads. The mapping can
be, e.g., defined via the center of mass of AA particles (as done in this work, see
below), or via the positions of the Cα atoms in an amino acid chain.

2.3.1 Initial placement of atomistic particles

To generate a starting configuration, the AA particles are randomly positioned
within a sphere around their corresponding CG beads. In the MARTINI coarse-
grained force field, on average four heavy atoms are mapped onto one CG bead.
For the applications based on the MARTINI force field presented in this work, the
radius of the sphere was chosen as rCG= 0.3 nm, which roughly corresponds to
the typical van der Waals radius of a MARTINI bead. Such an initial placement
of AA particles close to their expected final positions significantly speeds up the
reconstruction procedure for condensed phase systems.

2.3.2 Restrained simulated annealing

The central part of the reconstruction algorithm is a simulated annealing MD
protocol. During the annealing, a restraining potential keeps the center of mass of
groups of AA particles close to their reference CG beads. The complete potential
U tot is described by eq. (2.1)

U tot = UAA +U restr, (2.1)

where UAA represents the atomistic force field, and U restr is a harmonic potential,

U restr =
n

∑
i=1

k
2

(
rCG

i − rAA,com
i

)2
. (2.2)

In eq. 2.2, rCG
i is the position of the reference CG bead i, rAA,com

i the center of
mass of the AA particles that are mapped to this bead, n is total the number of
CG beads, and k a restraining force constant. The rAA,com

i are updated at every
simulation step.
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Employing this restraining potential, a simulated annealing MD procedure is
used to generate low-energy structures. The temperature is gradually decreased
from a high starting value to the desired target temperature, thus allowing the
system to rapidly cross energy barriers and find a low-energy minimum at the
end of the simulation. The crucial parameters are the starting temperature and
the cooling rate; too low initial temperatures or too rapid cooling will not yield
properly equilibrated final structures.

Because the AA particles are initially placed randomly around the
corresponding CG beads, very large forces will occur at the beginning of the
simulation and cause numerical instabilities. To ensure a stable simulation,
these forces are reset to a specified threshold; this threshold is then linearly
increased during the annealing simulation to increase the sampling. This is
possible because the system optimizes in the course of the simulation, and thus
large forces occur less frequently. The initial value for the force threshold,
Fcap,0= 15,000 kJ mol−1 nm−1, and its increase rate, Fcap = Fcap,0 + At, with
A= 100 kJ mol−1 nm−1ps−1, were chosen high enough to ensure that the
relevant energy barriers are crossed, and at the same time low enough to avoid
instabilities.

2.3.3 Release of the restraints

At the end of the simulated annealing, the resulting atomistic structure is still
coupled to the CG structure (cf. eq. 2.2). However, in general, the (mapped) AA
and CG minimum-energy structures will deviate due to the inherent differences
between the force fields. Therefore, to release the strain on the AA structure,
U restr is smoothly removed at the end of the reconstruction procedure to yield the
final low-energy AA configuration.

The restrained simulated annealing simulation is carried out in the NVT en-
semble, i.e., without pressure coupling. Simulating at constant volume prevents
an expansion of the simulation box due to high initial forces. Any differences
in the densities of the coarse-grained and atomistic systems can be taken into
account at the end of the reconstruction by switching on pressure coupling af-
ter the release of the restraints. For coarse-grained systems simulated with the
MARTINI force field, this difference is usually small.

2.3.4 Reconstruction of solvent

A special situation arises for the reconstruction of solvents in which several
small molecules are mapped to one CG bead, such as e.g. water in the MARTINI
model, where one CG water bead encloses four atomistic water molecules. To
avoid water molecules diffusing away from their associated CG bead, a potential
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of the form

U restr,W
j =

{
0 for ri j ≤ rCGW
kW
2 (ri j− rCGW )2 for ri j > rCGW

(2.3)

is employed in addition to the restraining potential described in eq. 2.2. In
eq. 2.3, ri j is the distance between the oxygen atom of AA water j and the center
of mass of the four AA waters that belong to CG bead i, rCGW the cut-off radius,
and kW the restraining force constant. Thus, every AA water molecule that moves
out of the cut-off radius is driven back towards the center of mass. To ensure that
the additional external force does not lead to a net center of mass movement of
the four AA water molecules, a counter force is distributed among the remaining
three water molecules such that ∑

4
j=1 Fj = 0. This procedure is iteratively applied

to every water molecule.

2.4 Implementation

We implemented the reconstruction algorithm into the program mdrun (v3.3),
which is the main molecular dynamics engine of the program package GRO-
MACS.76 The conversion between the AA and CG structures is done with the
program g_fg2cg, which reads in both the AA and the CG topologies. Here, in
the AA topology file, an additional mapping section is included that describes
the correspondence between the two levels of resolution. With this information,
g_fg2cg can either generate a CG structure from a given atomistic structure (in
this case, the former is uniquely defined by the latter through the mapping), or
generate an initial atomistic structure for the simulated annealing reconstruction
simulation. The input parameters (cf. Table 2.1) for the restrained simulated an-
nealing simulation are added to the MD-parameter (mdp) file and are read in by
the GROMACS pre-processor (grompp). During the restrained simulated anneal-
ing simulation, the forces due to the external restraining potentials (Eq. 2.2 and
2.3) are computed at each integration step and are added to the forces derived
from the original atomistic potential.

To simplify the mapping of large complex molecules, such as proteins
or poly-carbohydrates, we have modified the program pdb2gmx, which uses
database files to generate a topology from a structure file. In these database files,
now also the CG/AA mapping is defined for each building block, such as the
individual amino acids.

Dihedral angle states that are separated by high energy barriers can lead to
problems during the reconstruction, because the system might be trapped in the
unwanted minimum. Such an unwanted minimum can be, for example, the cis
rotamer of an amide bond in a polypeptide backbone. A possible solution is to
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Parameter mdp-option recommended value
Initial capping force Fcap,0 cap_force 15,000 kJ mol−1 nm−1

Capping increase rate A cap_a 100 kJ mol−1 nm−1 ps−1

Restraining force constant k fc_restr 12,000 kJ mol−1 nm−2

Radius of CG water rCGW r_CGW 0.21 nm
Water restraining force constant kW fc_restrW 400 kJ mol−1 nm−2

Nr of steps to release restraints rel_steps 5000
Annealing method annealing single
Annealing time annealing_time 60 ps
Initial annealing temperature annealing_temp 1300 K

Table 2.1: Mdp-parameters for reconstruction simulation.

add dihedral angle restraints to the topology. This can be done with the program
g_dihfix, which processes the structure and topology files and selects those di-
hedral angles with a high energy barrier. The user can define a threshold for the
dihedral angle force constant and thereby select certain dihedrals; each selected
dihedral can then be restrained to a desirable value, for example, the one observed
in the x-ray crystal structure of a protein. The code described in this work can be
downloaded from our web page under www.cgmartini.nl together with a tutorial.

2.5 Simulation details

All simulations were carried out using the GROMACS simulation package
(version 3.3.1),76 and the implementation of the reconstruction algorithm de-
scribed in this work. In the coarse-grained simulations, version 2 of the MAR-
TINI forcefield5,33,36 was used together with a 20 fs integration time step. The
other simulation parameters were set to the standard values described in the orig-
inal publications.33,36

The atomistic simulations were carried out with a 2 fs integration time step,
and the temperature was controlled by coupling to a Nose-Hoover thermostat
(τT = 0.1 ps).81 Due to the random initial placement of the atomistic particles
(see Methods), no constraints were applied in the reconstruction simulations, ex-
cept for SPC water. For the simulations of the NCQ tripeptide, the 53a6 parameter
set of the GROMOS united atom force field34 was used. For DPPC, we used the
parameters published by Berger et al.82 The force field parameters for cholesterol
were taken from Ref..83 In the vacuum simulations, no cutoffs for the nonbonded
interactions were applied. The WALP20 peptide84 was represented by the 43a2
parameter set of the GROMOS force field,78 and solvated with SPC water.85 The

http://www.cgmartini.nl
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Figure 2.1: NCQ peptide. The coarse-grained structure is represented by grey
spheres; an ensemble of four atomistic structures is shown as colored sticks. The
N- and C-termini are capped with −NH2 and −COOH groups, respectively.

system was simulated with periodic boundary conditions. Nonbonded interac-
tions were calculated using a triple-range cutoff scheme: interactions within 0.9
nm were calculated at every time step from a pair list which was updated every 20
fs. At these time steps, interactions between 0.9 and 1.5 nm were also calculated
and kept constant between updates. A reaction-field contribution86 was added to
the electrostatic interactions beyond this long-range cutoff, with εr = 62. In the
simulations of bulk SPC water, a twin-range cutoff scheme was used, with a sin-
gle cutoff at 0.9 nm and a pair list updated every 20 fs. A long-range dispersion
correction was applied in addition to the reaction field.

2.6 Example applications

2.6.1 NCQ peptide

As a first application of our algorithm, we reconstructed atomistic structures
of an NCQ tripeptide in vacuum from coarse-grained structures. NCQ is shown
in Figure 2.1 and is composed of the amino acids asparagine, cysteine and glu-
tamine. The application to NCQ has a twofold aim: i) to find optimal parameters
for the annealing procedure, and ii) to verify that proper ensembles are generated.

Parametrization of annealing procedure Two sets of reconstruction simula-
tions were carried out: The first set (Set1) was initialized from a structure taken
from an equilibrium atomistic simulation at 300 K. To generate a reference CG
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structure for the definition of the restraints (see eq. 2.2), the atomistic structure
was converted to its CG representation using the MARTINI mapping. The sec-
ond set of reconstruction simulations (Set2) started from a snapshot taken from
an equilibrium MARTINI CG simulation at 300 K. For each combination of pa-
rameters, 1000 independent annealing simulations were carried out to generate
an ensemble of reconstructed structures.

First, we investigated how the properties of the ensemble of reconstructed
atomistic structures depend on two crucial parameters of the simulated anneal-
ing: the total annealing time, ttot , and the initial temperature, Tinit . In Figure
2.2A, the average potential energy of the ensemble of final structures of Set1 is
plotted as a function of the length of the annealing simulation. As expected, Epot

decreases with ttot and reaches a minimum at about −400.1 kJ mol−1 after 60
ps (standard deviation = 20.8 kJ mol−1, std error = 0.7 kJ mol−1). For compar-
ison, the average Epot obtained from a 400-ns equilibrium atomistic MD simu-
lation is −392.8 kJ mol−1 (standard deviation = 19.4 kJ mol−1, standard error =
0.8 kJ mol−1). For short simulation times, the average energies are higher and
the distributions are broader due to a number of high-energy structures within the
ensemble. For longer simulation times, there are no such high-energy structures.
The corresponding average energies are lower and the distributions are narrower,
suggesting that the structures within the ensemble are similar to each other. In-
deed, as shown in the inset, the rmsd with respect to the reference structure (i.e.,
the structure taken from the equilibrium atomistic simulation, see above) reaches
its minimum value of 0.05 nm for simulation times longer than 60 ps. To obtain
such a converged ensemble, the initial temperature Tinit needs to be chosen high
enough to overcome the relevant energy barriers during the simulation. Figure
2.2B shows that low-energy ensembles are obtained for Tinit ≥ 1300 K, which
was thus chosen for the simulations shown in Figure 2.2A.

Figure 2.2C shows how the potential energy of the reconstructed ensemble
depends on the force which couples the atomistic to the CG system. For Set1,
the potential energy of the reconstructed ensemble depends only weakly on the
restraining force constant (dashed line). Very weak force constants do not limit
the sampling to only the lowest-energy regions of the potential energy landscape,
thus leading to a slightly higher Epot . For Set2, i.e., the reference structure taken
from the equilibrium CG simulation, a lower force constant yields ensembles
with lower energies as compared to those obtained at higher force constants (solid
line). This observed strain energy is due to the different regions of phase space
sampled at the CG and AA levels of resolution. The larger this mismatch, the
higher the strain. Thus, an atomistic system that is only weakly coupled to the
CG system is allowed to sample lower energy configurations which might be
further away from the CG structure to which it is restrained.
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On the one hand, the aim is to generate an atomistic ensemble that is close to
its reference CG structure; on the other hand, strained structures should of course
be avoided. This can be achieved in a two-step approach: First, an ensemble is
generated using a rather high restraining force constant during the simulated an-
nealing. Then, in a second step, the strain energy is released. Figure 2.2D shows
the time-evolution of the potential energy (solid line) and the rmsd with respect to
the reference structure taken from the equilibrium CG simulation (dashed line).
First, a 60-ps simulated annealing was carried out, followed by 20 ps equilibra-
tion at the final temperature of 300 K under the restraints. Then, after 80 ps, the
restraining potential was removed within a time period of 10 ps. During this time,
the system releases its strain energy in the fast degrees of freedom by relaxing to
a local minimum (drop in Epot), which is structurally further away from the ref-
erence structure (rise in rmsd). To release the additional strain energy in slow
degrees of freedom or in degrees of freedom that involve high energy barriers
requires more extensive sampling.

Our results suggest that simulated annealing times larger than 60 ps and initial
temperatures of 1300 K are sufficient to generate equilibrated atomistic structures
from a coarse-grained NCQ peptide. In addition, possible differences between
AA and CG force fields should be taken into account to genuinely choose the
restraining force constant and to smoothly release the strain energy at the end of
the reconstruction procedure.

Properties of reconstructed ensembles Next, we more closely characterized
the properties of the reconstructed atomistic ensembles of the NCQ peptide. In
particular, we were interested in how much information at the atomistic level
can be retrieved back from CG structures. To that end, we carefully analyzed
the distributions of dihedral angles and Epot , as well as their dependence on the
mapping scheme and the starting structures used for the reconstruction. The dif-
ferent mapping schemes applied were an amino acid-to-1 mapping, i.e., each CG
bead represents a complete amino acid; the MARTINI mapping, in which on av-
erage 4 heavy atoms are mapped onto one CG bead; and a 2-to-1 mapping, i.e.,
each CG bead represents two heavy atoms. Additionally, also a 1-to-1 mapping
was applied. In all simulations, an initial temperature of 1300 K was used, and
the simulated annealing time was 80 ps. Figure 2.3 shows the distributions of
the H−N−Cα−C dihedral angle within asparagine (DihA, shown in the inset
of Figure 2.3C) and of the consecutive N−Cα−C−N dihedral angle (DihB,
shown in the inset of Figure 2.3D) as two representative examples; similar results
were obtained for other dihedral angles (not shown).

Figure 2.3A shows the distributions of DihA obtained from 1000 reconstruc-
tion simulations initialized from a single AA structure (Set1, see above). The
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Figure 2.2: Reconstruction of NCQ peptide. A: Average potential energy Epot

of ensemble of final structures of Set1 versus length of simulated annealing sim-
ulation, during which the temperature was decreased from 1300 K to 300 K.
Inset: All-atom rmsd of final structures with respect to reference structure. B:
Epot of final structures versus initial temperature Tinit of simulated annealing sim-
ulation (80 ps each). Each data point in A and B represents the average of 1000
independent simulations; the standard deviation divided by 5 is plotted as er-
ror bars. C: Potential energy as a function of restraining force constant. Solid
line: Restraints defined relative to structure taken from equilibrium CG simu-
lation (Set2). Dashed line: Restraints defined relative to structure taken from
equilibrium atomistic simulation (Set1). Each data point represents an average
over 50 independent simulations; the standard deviation is shown as error bars.
The starting temperature was 1300 K, and the simulation length 80 ps. D: Time
evolution of Epot (solid line) and rmsd with respect to reference structure (dashed
line), averaged over 50 trajectories. Three phases of the reconstruction simulation
are indicated by the dashed vertical lines: (i) simulated annealing (SA), (ii) con-
stant temperature equilibration under the restraints, (iii) relaxation of the system
by removing the restraining potential.
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black dotted line indicates DihA in the reference structure, which is at about -80
degrees. The coarse amino acid-to-1 mapping yields an ensemble in which three
dihedral states are populated (magenta curve): the reference state at DihA = -60
degrees, the next minimum at +60 degrees, and a third state at 180 degrees. In
contrast, with the MARTINI mapping (blue dotted curve) and the 2-to-1 mapping
(red dot-dashed curve), only the two dihedral states at +/- 60 degrees are popu-
lated. As expected, with the 1-to-1 mapping (red solid curve), only the reference
dihedral minimum is populated, because the restraining does not allow for the
population of a different state in this case.

In Figure 2.3B, the distributions of Epot obtained from Set1 are shown for the
different mapping schemes. The reference potential energy of the single struc-
ture taken from the equilibrium AA simulation is plotted as a dashed grey line
at −380 kJ mol−1. The distribution obtained using the amino acid-to-1 mapping
(magenta curve) is centered at −370 kJ mol−1, which is higher than the refer-
ence value. MARTINI mapping yields a distribution with an average potential
energy of −400 kJ mol−1 (blue curve). This is lower than the reference energy
of −380 kJ mol−1, which, however, falls into the tail of the distribution.The dis-
tributions obtained with the 2-to-1 (dashed red curve) and 1-to-1 mapping (solid
red curve) have even lower average energies and are very sharp. Here, the re-
straining potential limits the accessible phase space to a confined region that has
a lower average energy as compared to the one sampled in a free simulation, as
schematically illustrated in Figure 2.3B, inset.

The question is whether the observed population of the dihedral states is cor-
rect, i.e., represents the equilibrated ensemble for the AA force field, or might
be an artifact of the reconstruction procedure. To address this question, a 400-ns
atomistic equilibrium simulation was carried out at 300 K. The dihedral angle
distributions obtained from the two 200-ns halves of this trajectory are virtually
identical (data not shown), indicating that the simulation is converged in this re-
spect. The black solid line in Figure 2.3C shows that all three dihedral states are
populated. Here, the dihedral state at +60 degrees has the highest population. We
initialized 1000 reconstructions from equally-spaced snapshots taken from the
first half of the 400-ns atomistic equilibrium trajectory. The distributions shown
in Figure 2.3C show that all three dihedral states are populated, irrespective of
the mapping. The relative populations of these three states are in agreement with
the atomistic equilibrium simulation.

As described above, we have optimized the reconstruction procedure for the
MARTINI mapping, and found that it also works well for finer mapping schemes.
However, a coarser mapping (i.e., a lower number of restraints) could lead to ar-
tifacts, because the system is allowed to sample high-energy regions in configu-
rational space, where it can become trapped. This is observed for the reconstruc-
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Figure 2.3: Dihedral angle and potential energy distributions of NCQ, obtained
using various mapping schemes. Black solid line: data obtained from atom-
istic equilibrium simulation; red solid line: 1-to-1 mapping; orange dot-dashed
line: 2-to-1 mapping; blue dotted line: MARTINI mapping; magenta dotted line:
amino acid-to-1 mapping. The dashed grey line indicates the reference structure.
A: Distributions of dihedral angle DihA (C, inset) within ensemble of 1000 struc-
tures; all reconstructions were started from a structure taken from an equilibrium
atomistic simulation. B: Potential energy distributions for the ensembles shown
in A. Inset: Distributions in a local potential minimum (black line) with and with-
out restraining potential (grey and orange distributions, respectively; the red line
depicts U restr) are schematically depicted. C: Distributions of DihA; 1000 re-
constructions were initialized from equally spaced snapshots taken from a 200 ns
equilibrium atomistic simulation. D: Distributions of DihB (inset); initial struc-
tures the same as in C.
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tions of NCQ using the amino acid-to-1 mapping, which yields an ensemble with
a high Epot (see magenta dotted curve in Figure 2.3B). This pitfall becomes also
evident from an analysis of DihB (Figure 2.3D), where the amino acid-to-1 map-
ping fails to capture the minimum at -120 degrees and strongly overpopulates the
dihedral minima at +/- 30 degrees. A slower annealing procedure might rescue
the problem; however, we do not investigate this issue in more detail here.

To summarize, the reconstructed atomistic ensembles correctly represent the
possible dihedral states and energy minima. The reconstruction procedure does
not pose any bias on the obtained distributions and yields proper ensembles of
atomistic structures.

2.6.2 DPPC and Cholesterol

Our next goal was to investigate whether and how the parameters of the recon-
struction procedure that were optimized for the NCQ tripeptide can be transferred
to other molecules as well. To this end, we chose DPPC and cholesterol as two
typical examples for lipids and sterols, respectively. The reference structures for
the definition of the restraints during the reconstruction simulations were taken
from atomistic equilibrium MD simulations of the single molecules in vacuum;
the CG representations were constructed via MARTINI mapping.

The potential energies of the reconstructed ensembles of DPPC and choles-
terol are shown in Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5, respectively. Epot drops with in-
creasing simulation time, similar to NCQ (cf. Figure 2.2A). However, the energy-
plateau is reached already after about 30 ps of simulated annealing, which is
about 2 times faster as compared to NCQ. This difference is expected, because the
energy barriers that have to be overcome during annealing of DPPC and choles-
terol are lower, inter alia, due to the absence of hydrogen bonds.

A special situation arises for cholesterol: It has two stereocenters at C10 and
C13, where the chiral carbon atom is connected to four different neighboring
groups (Figure 2.5B). Due to the random initial placement of the atoms close to
their reference CG beads (see Methods), there is a chance that, e.g., the methyl
group bound to C10 is initially on the “wrong” side of the plane spanned by
the other three bound groups. This methyl group would have to tunnel through
this plane to end up on the correct side and thus overcome a high energy barrier.
Thus, although this process is possible during the reconstruction due to the ap-
plied force capping, for too fast annealing, one (or both) of the stereocenters can
be trapped in the wrong configuration, as shown in Figure 2.5B, yellow structure.
For a short annealing time of 14 ps, the final ensembles can be subdivided into
three populations (Figure 2.5A, inset): in most of the cases, correct structures
with a low potential energy were obtained. In about 8% of the cases, a structure
was obtained in which one of the two stereocenters is inverted, whereas a struc-
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Figure 2.4: Reconstruction of a single DPPC molecule in vacuo. A: Average
potential energy Epot of final structures versus length of simulated annealing sim-
ulation (Tinit= 1300 K). For each annealing time, 1000 independent simulations
were carried out; error bars represent the standard deviation divided by 5. B:
MARTINI (grey spheres) and atomistic (yellow sticks) representations of DPPC.

ture with both stereocenters inverted occurred at a probability of only 2%. For
annealing times longer than 30 ps, no such incorrect structures were generated.

There are other means to tackle the problem of inverted stereocenters. For ex-
ample, we applied soft-core interactions, which basically introduces two different
force capping thresholds for the bonded and the nonbonded forces, because only
the latter are affected by the soft-core interactions. By this means, a proper en-
semble of reconstructed cholesterol molecules was generated even within shorter
annealing times and from lower initial temperatures (data not shown). Other au-
thors have suggested similar reconstruction procedures, where initially only the
bonded interactions are used and the nonbonded interactions are gradually intro-
duced during the course of the reconstruction.53,87,88

To summarize, we found that the annealing parameters optimized for NCQ
can be transferred to DPPC and cholesterol as two representative examples for
lipid and sterol molecules, respectively. For these molecules, annealing times of
about 30 ps are sufficient, which is about a factor of two faster as compared to
the NCQ peptide.

2.6.3 Water

Typical biomolecular simulation systems contain large amounts of water;
thus, the generation of an atomistic water configuration from a coarse-grained
representation is an important step to investigate. We have reconstructed an SPC
water box starting from a pre-equilibrated box of 400 MARTINI water beads,
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Figure 2.5: Reconstruction of a single cholesterol molecule in vacuo. A: Aver-
age potential energy Epot of final structures versus length of simulated annealing
simulation (Tinit= 1300 K). For each annealing time, 1000 independent simula-
tions were carried out; error bars represent the standard deviation divided by 5.
Inset: The potential energy of the final structure obtained after 14 ps of simulated
annealing is plotted for each individual simulation. B: MARTINI (grey spheres)
and atomistic (yellow and blue sticks) representations of cholesterol. The blue
structure is correct, whereas the yellow structure has an inverted stereocenter at
C10.

i.e., 1600 SPC water molecules at 300 K. The systems were simulated within the
NVT ensemble, and the box size was 48.4 nm3, corresponding to a density of
988.7 kg/m3. The reconstruction simulation was started at an initial temperature
of 400 K, and the annealing time was 60 ps. A CG water radius rCGW = 0.21 nm
and a water restraining force constant kW = 400 kJ mol−1 nm−2 were used (see
Table 2.1 and eq. 2.3). The restraining potential was kept on during the entire
simulation. For analysis, the reconstruction simulation in the constraint ensemble
was extended to 100 ns at 300 K. For comparison, a 20-ns NVT simulation of the
same SPC water box without restraints was carried out.

In Figure 2.6, the oxygen-oxygen radial distribution functions (RDFs) ob-
tained from the restrained and free SPC water simulations are compared. Both
RDFs coincide very well with each other, showing that the restraining to the CG
system does not perturb the local packing of water. However, as shown in Figure
2.7, the dipole moment distributions of the two systems are different: the cor-
relation between individual dipoles of water molecules that are restrained to the
CG system yields a dipole distribution (dashed line) that is slightly shifted with
respect to the one of free SPC (solid line). The average dipole moment of four
restrained water molecules is 5.1 Debye, whereas it is 4.3 Debye for free SPC. As
a consequence, the dielectric constant of the restrained system is εr= 72, which
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Figure 2.6: A: The oxygen-oxygen radial distribution functions of restrained
(dashed blue line) and free SPC water (solid black line) overlap. A zoom on the
central region of the RDF is shown in the inset. B: Four SPC water molecules
(blue) are restrained to one MARTINI water bead (grey sphere).

is slightly higher than εr= 65 for free SPC.85,89 These values can be compared to
the experimental value of εr= 78 at 298 K.

Our results show that the structural properties of reconstructed atomistic wa-
ter that is still restrained to the CG system correspond to those obtained from free
atomistic simulations, and that the dielectric constant of the reconstructed wa-
ter is inbetween that of free SPC and experiment. Similar results were obtained
from reconstruction simulations that were run at a constant final temperature of
300 K (results not shown), because of the low energy barriers involved in the
reorganization of water hydrogen bonds. Note that the simulations were carried
out in the NVT ensemble, i.e., at constant box volume. Applying the reconstruc-
tion approach within an NPT simulation would yield a too condensed system due
to a negative contribution to the overall pressure from the additional restraining
potential that keeps the water molecules together. This can be remedied by a
reparameterization of the atomistic water model used, if required.90

2.6.4 WALP peptide in solvated DPPC bilayer

In the previous sections, we have tested and optimized a set of parameters
for the restrained annealing simulations, which turned out to be well-suited for
a number of different biomolecules in the gas phase and for bulk water. Finally,
our aim is to demonstrate that our reconstruction procedure can also be applied
to a real-life problem, i.e., a condensed-phase biomolecular system with several
components. Here, we chose the WALP20 peptide embedded in a solvated DPPC
bilayer as a typical application.
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Figure 2.7: Comparison between dipole moment distributions of restrained
(dashed line) and free SPC water (solid line), analysed in groups of four water
molecules.

The WALP20 peptide (Figure 2.8A) is an α-helical transmembrane peptide
composed of a hydrophobic central repeat of alanine and leucine residues, flanked
by two tryptophans (W2− (AL)8−W2).84 To generate a starting structure for
the subsequent reconstruction simulations, a 40-ns CG simulation (MARTINI
force field) of a system containing a WALP20 peptide embedded in a membrane
bilayer composed of 113 DPPC lipids, solvated by 1186 water beads, was carried
out at T = 323 K in the NPT ensemble (p= 1 bar). During this simulation, the
helical structure of the peptide was maintained by means of additional dihedral
restraints.36

For each annealing time, ten reconstruction simulations were started from the
above structure, during which the temperature was linearly decreased from 1300
K to 323 K. In the reconstruction simulations, the amide bonds were restrained
to the trans conformation (see Implementation). Figure 2.8 shows a part of the
simulation system before (B) and after (C) the reconstruction. In Figure 2.9, the
helicity of the reconstructed WALP20 peptides is plotted as a function of the
annealing time. For simulation times longer than 20 ps, the helicity reaches a
plateau at about 17 residues. The same value was obtained from a free 10-ns
atomistic simulation of the same system. Although the helical structure of the
peptide is already fully formed in about 20 ps, the potential energy of the system
(dashed line in Figure 2.9) indicates that also in this case, simulation times longer
than about 60 ps are required to obtain a low-energy structure.

The reconstruction of a large system composed of a WALP peptide embed-
ded into an explicitly solvated DPPC bilayer confirms that the method can also
be successfully applied to larger systems. Another successful reconstruction was
performed for a number of different lipid membranes in the presence of the anti
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A B C

Figure 2.8: WALP20 transmembrane peptide in a solvated DPPC bilayer. A:
Atomistic (ball and sticks) and MARTINI (grey and yellow spheres) representa-
tion of WALP20. B: CG (MARTINI) representation of the system. The WALP
peptide is shown as a yellow α-helix; lipid tails and head groups as grey sticks
and red spheres, respectively; water molecules are colored blue.C: Reconstructed
atomistic system, obtained after 80 ps of restrained simulated annealing. Color
scheme same as in B.

microbial peptide magainin, as described in Chapter 3 It might at first sight seem
surprising that it is possible to apply the reconstruction procedure that was opti-
mized for single molecules in vacuo to a condensed phase system without further
adjustments to the parameters. However, the initial placement of the atomistic
particles close to their reference CG beads limits the reconstruction to a local
sampling problem, and the interactions with the surrounding atoms do not signif-
icantly slow down the reconstruction.

2.7 Summary and Conclusions

In this work we describe the implementation of an algorithm to reconstruct
atomistic details from coarse-grained structures into GROMACS, a free and
highly efficient molecular dynamics program package. A three-step approach is
employed to optimize low-energy ensembles: First, the atomistic particles are
positioned close to their reference coarse-grained beads. Second, a simulated
annealing molecular dynamics procedure is employed, during which the
atomistic and coarse-grained systems are coupled via restraints. Third, the
coupling is gradually removed to ensure a smooth relaxation of the reconstructed
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Figure 2.9: Helicity (solid line) of WALP20 peptide and potential energy (dotted
line) of simulation system as a function of annealing time. The helicity was ob-
tained by means of the DSSP program.91 Each data point represents the average
over 10 reconstruction simulations; the potential energy was evaluated for the last
snapshot of each simulation.

atomistic ensemble.
We systematically tested and optimized the reconstruction procedure for sin-

gle molecules in the gas phase, such as the NCQ tripeptide, the DPPC lipid,
and cholesterol. In addition, we reconstructed bulk atomistic water from coarse-
grained water. These reconstructions yielded proper low-energy atomistic ensem-
bles underlying the coarse-grained representations. Finally, a system composed
of a WALP20 transmembrane peptide embedded in a solvated DPPC bilayer was
transformed from a coarse-grained to an atomistic representation. The peptide
adopts its α-helical secondary structure when reconstructed within the membrane
bilayer. In these examples, the MARTINI coarse-grained force field was used in
combination with the GROMOS96 atomistic force field. However, since it does
not rely on libraries of predefined fragments, our reconstruction algorithm can be
straightforwardly applied to a wide range of force fields and molecule types.

From the applications presented in this work, we conclude that, to be on the
safe side, annealing times of about 60 – 80 ps in conjunction with initial temper-
atures of 1300 K should be used for obtaining low-energy ensembles of recon-
structed structures. These simulation times may be considered long, but may be
speeded up by applying non-linear temperature annealing schemes. Additionally,
since the annealing is merely used to optimize low-energy structures, and not to
calculate dynamic properties of the system, the mass of the hydrogen atoms can
be increased, which would allow for a larger integration time step.

Because of the loss of information inherent to transforming an atomistic to
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a coarse-grained structure, the reverse transformation can not be expected to al-
ways yield a single atomistic structure, but rather an ensemble of structures that
all correspond to the same coarse-grained structure and occur according to their
Boltzmann probabilities. Thus, as demonstrated in this work, it is important that
the reconstruction is carried out several times to generate such an ensemble.

By unraveling the atomistic details underlying a coarse-grained structure, the
reconstruction algorithm allows to switch between the different levels of resolu-
tion. In some applications, it might for example be useful to temporarily switch
from a coarse-grained to an atomistic representation to investigate special events.
By this means, the reconstruction method allows to check and validate the results
and predictions obtained with coarse-grained models against atomistic models,
thereby combining the efficiency of the former with the accuracy of the latter.

2.8 Appendix: List of commands to run reconstruction
simulation

1. Topology preparation for atomistic system. Here, aa.gro is an atomistic
structure, for example of the NCQ peptide. The [mapping] section will be
included in the output topology aa.top.

• pdb2gmx -ignh -missing -f aa.gro -p aa.top

2. Definition of dihedral angle restraints for certain dihedrals within the pep-
tide. Here, every dihedral with a force constant larger than 10 kJ/mol (-fc
option) is listed in the [dihedral_restraints] section in the new topology
aa_restr.top.

• g_dihfix -c aa.gro -p aa.top -fc 10 -o aa_restr.top

3. Initial placement of atomistic particles around the corresponding CG
beads. When option n is set to 1 and an atomistic structure is used as an
input, the program calculates positions of the CG beads from the positions
of the underlying atomistic particles. When n is 0 and a CG input structure
cg.gro is provided, a random atomistic structure aa_random.gro is
generated. Note that both, CG and AA topologies (cg.top and aa_restr.top,
respectively) have to be provided.

• g_fg2cg -pcg cg.top -pfg aa_restr.top -c cg.gro -n 0
-o aa_random.gro

4. Restrained simulated annealing simulation using aa_random.gro as the in-
put structure. In the sa.mdp file, the parameters from Table 2.1 should be
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included. Note that if dihedral restraints are used, the user has to addi-
tionally define “dihre = simple” in the mdp file, and specify the dihedral
restraints force constant (e.g., via “dihre_fc = 100”).

• grompp -p aa_restr.top -f sa.mdp -c aa_random.gro

• mdrun -coarse cg.gro


